
 Exam 1 Problem #1 

Calculate the coefficient of thermal transmittance, U, and the thermal gradient through the wall. 

Exam Solution - Problem #1

Given information

Temperatures
To 32 F
Ti 68 F

Thermal Resistance
layer R
Inside Air 0.68
Brick 0.2
6 in insul 19
1/2" plywood 0.62
1" siding 0.79
Outside Air 0.17

U 0.04660 U =1/Sum(Ri)

Determine the temperature variation through wall

Formula deltaT layer = (Ri)layer(Ti-To)/(sumR)

To= 32 F Ti= 68

layer Ri deltaT Temp
Inside Air b 0.68 1.14 66.86
Brick c 0.2 0.34 66.52
6 in insul d 19 31.87 34.65
1/2" plywoode 0.62 1.04 33.61
1" siding f 0.79 1.33 32.29
Outside Air g 0.17 0.29 32.00

Sum Ri 21.46
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Sec 3.2a

For the 1-span Stress check- 3 cases on page 56

Case 1 positive moment M1 0.25 P1⋅ L⋅( ) 0.188 W1⋅ L2
⋅+⎡⎣ ⎤⎦:= M1 902.819= lb*ft

fb1
M1 12⋅

Sp 1000⋅
:= fb1 21.89= ksiPositive Moment Stress

fb1 21.887= ksi < Fballow 24= ksi 

Solution a) Yes it meets the criteria for stress

OKksi Fballow 24=< ksifb2 18.5=

Positive Moment Stress ksifb2 18.5=fb2
M2 12⋅

Sp 1000⋅
:=

lb*ftM2 763.141=M2 0.125 1.5 W1⋅ W2+( )⋅ L2
⋅:=positive momentCase 2 

OK

 Exam 1 Problem #2
A 6" total depth lightweight concrete slab with f'c=3000 psi is placed simply supported on a simply 
supported galvanized steel 3VLI21 steel deck form

Properties : D 6.0 in⋅:= t 3.0:= in W1 43:= psf L 8.5:= ft

Sp .495:= in^3 / ft

Ip 0.850:= in^4/ft

Fy 40:= ksi

lbP1 150:=P1 = 150 lb concentrated load

Sec 3.2apsfW2 20:=W2 = 20 psf construction load

Chart on pg 46psfW1 43=W1 = slab weight + deck weightDefine loads 

a) Determine the construction load stress in the steel deck for a clear span of 8'-6". Does the steel deck 
meet the criteria  of 24 ksi for construction loads? 

or 36 ksi (whichever is less)ksiFballow 24=Fballow 0.6 Fy⋅:=
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Solution c)

Must use minimum of 6x6 W1.4 x W1.4 to meet criteria

Live Load is 176 psf

d) Calculate the tensile stress on the steel deck due to the dead plus superimposed live load

Find area of steel in 1 ft section ts 0.0329 in⋅:=

From given geometry on pg 46 ls 2 4.75⋅ in⋅ 6.5 in⋅+:= ls 16 in=

Area of steel As ts ls⋅:= As 0.526 in2
=

Mod. Ratio n 14:= Given on pg 46

y bar of steel yc.g.s
Ip
Sp

1⋅ in⋅:= yc.g.s 1.717 in=

Transform cracked concrete section to equivalent steel b 12 in⋅:= beff
b
n

:= beff 0.857 in=

Sum areas about the cracked neutral axis to determine location of y cracked

set initial value for yc to use in Given/Find function yc 1 in⋅:= D 6 in=

b) Check the deflection limit of L/180 or 3/4" (whichever is less) for construction loads

Check Deflection for 3-span (pg 56) E 29000000:= psi

∆1
5W1 L4

⋅

384E Ip⋅
1728⋅:= ∆1 0.205= in

Allowable Deflection ∆allow
L 12⋅

180
:= ∆allow 0.567= in which is less than 3/4"

Solution b)

∆1 0.205= in  <  ∆allow 0.567= in Therefore deflection is OK 

c) Select the recommended welded wire fabric and the superimposed live load from the Vulcraft
catalog tables given. 

See section 5.5 for SDI criteria ( pg 54 ) 

Areq 0.00075 t⋅ 12⋅ in⋅:= Areq 1.063
1
m

in2
= per foot

Can not be less than area of 6x6 W1.4 x W1.4 A6x6 0.014 in2
⋅ 2⋅:= A6x6 0.028 in2

= per foot
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ksi OK

Check the maximum tensile stress in the deck due to dead load W1 43
lbf
ft

= per foot

Mdl
W1 L2

⋅

8
:= Maximum Moment equation for 1-span beam with only concrete weight ( see pg 56 ) 

Mdl 388.344 lbf ft⋅= Mdl 4660.125 lbf in⋅=

fdeckdl
Mdl
Sp

:= fdeckdl 9.414 ksi=

Total stress on deck ftotal fdeckll fdeckdl+:=

ftotal 23.5 ksi= = Fballow 24= ksi OKSolution d) 

Given

beff yc⋅
yc
2

⋅ As D yc− yc.g.s−( )⋅− 0=

yc Find yc( ):=

yc 1.76 in=

Determine I cracked of section ( Parallel Axis Theorem) Ip 0.85 in4
=

Icr
beff yc

3
⋅

3
Ip+ As D yc.g.s− yc−( )2⋅+:=

Icr 5.758 in4
=

Calculate maximum tensile stress in deck due to live load only

From table on pg 46 wll 176
lbf
ft

⋅:= per foot

Mll
wll L2

⋅

8
:= Mll 1589.5 lbf ft⋅= Mll 19074 lbf in⋅=

fdeckll
Mll D yc−( )⋅

Icr
:=

fdeckll 14.045 ksi= < Fballow 24=
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ratio
∆table
∆given

:= ratio 1.674=

From page 107, Length = 80 ft + (12in) = 81 ft

Choose a section

Try 64DLH17 self 41
lbf
ft

⋅:=

wtot.allow 769
lbf
ft

⋅:= wlive.allow 592
lbf
ft

⋅:= from chart

Total load on truss 

wtot dl ll+ self+:= wtot 741
lbf
ft

= < wtot.allow 769
lbf
ft

= OK

Live Load Check Factor up the allowable live load from chart by ratio calculated previously 

ll 500
lbf
ft

= < ratio wlive.allow⋅ 991
lbf
ft

= OK

Exam 1 Solution - Problem #3

a) Select an appropriate joist for 80-ft clear span roof using the economical joist guide. The joists 
are spaced 10 ft apart and must support a 50 psf live load plus a 20 psf superimposed dead load. 
To control ponding, the live load deflection is limited to L/215.

Service Loads

Tributary Area of joists trib 10 ft⋅:=

Superimposed Dead Load DL 20 psf⋅:= dl DL trib⋅:= dl 200
lbf
ft

=

Live Load LL 50 psf⋅:= ll LL trib⋅:= ll 500
lbf
ft

=

Initially estimate weight of truss for calculations

self 10
lbf
ft

⋅:=

Total service load wtotal dl ll+ self+:= wtotal 710
lbf
ft

=

Steel Joists Guide

From economical joist guide in vulcraft catalog, numbers in red print for live load values will
limit deflections to L/360. If some different limit is sought, multiply figures in red by ratio
of old limit to new limit

∆ table 360:= ∆given 215:=
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Use 64DLH17 Section 

Select Bridging D 64 in⋅:=

Value in chart is highlighted in blue = use diagonal bridging for joists

For LH series use charts on pg 43 for bracing requirements

Use chart titled "Maximum joist spacing for diagonal bracing"  because our span is over 60 ft•

The spacing of our trusses is 10'-0" with a joist depth of 64" 

Select from chart   1 3/4" x 7/64" angle - this is good for a spacing of 10'-4"
( we are less than this so OK)

Use chart for maximum spacing of lines of bridging ( pg 43)•

For section #17 - max spacing is 21'-0"

If 3 rows of bridging ( 4 spaces) 

81 ft⋅
4

20.25 ft= < 21 ft OK

Solution: 64DLH17 with 3 rows of bridging spaced at 20.25ft
bridging is 1 3/4" x  7/64" equal leg angle
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